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This newsletter is designed to keep members and other interested people
informed about the society’s activities as well as matters of interest in the
wider field.
If anyone would like to contribute to it they should contact editor Liz
Edwards.
Our newsletter requires a considerable amount of money to produce each
quarter with paper, printing and postage all adding to the cost.
Therefore, wherever possible, we email it to those members and others on
our mailing list who have an email address.
However, if anyone with an email address would prefer also to receive a
paper copy, they may do so simply by contacting the secretary.
Those who do not have access to email will continue to receive their
copies by ordinary mail.
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Membership fees from January 2020
Family $45; individual $30; single concession $20; couple concession $30.
Contact secretary or treasurer. Please
pay promptly.
Research inquiries:
The Research Officer, Orange & District
Historical Society, P O Box 1626,
Orange, NSW 2800
Please supply an A4, stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Cost: $20 for the initial inquiry (plus additional charges for more extensive research).
Please provide your name, address,
phone number and email address, details of your inquiry, any information you
may already have, and the reason for
your inquiry.

Bank:
Orange & District Historical Society,
Orange Credit Union, BSB 802-129,
A/c No 34252 (please include name
and reason for payment). If you are
transferring money from your account
at Orange Credit Union, please add S1
to our account number.
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A message from the president
Hello members.

I am glad to be back as your president of the Historical Society. I would like to welcome the new committee. especially two new members, Steve Brakenridge
and Fred Brooking, who were elected to the committee
at the AGM. I look forward to working with you all to
maintain the high standard built up over the previous
years. Thank you to retiring committee members Julie
Sykes, Euan Greer and John Glastonbury for their time
and effort during their three years on the committee.
During the next twelve months there will be some
exciting events organised for members and the public to
be involved in. The aim is to keep everyone interested
and supporting local history and historical events and at
the same time increasing our profile. Your help and participation will make the events a great success
Coming up between now and the end of the year we
will be holding:

A pub tour in November as this was very popular last
year. Please book when advertised so as not to miss out.
The launch of Liz Edwards’ book ‘Wearing the
Green’ about the Dalton family. We are supporting Liz
with her latest book which has been expertly researched. It will be a great addition to your local history
book collection. The launch of the book will on 15
November at Duntryleague. Come along and make this
a great event.

The sale of panoramic photos of Orange and Lucknow. Special thanks to Robert Bruce, our resident photographic expert, who has been working on enhancing
the images using the latest technology.
The images will make a quality wall hanging in your

Exhibition nominated
for Imagine award

All in a Day’s Work exhibition has
been nominated for an Imagine award.
One of its strengths has been the successful collaboration between Orange
Regional Museum and our society.
The exhibition takes place in the society’s 70th anniversary year.
The photographs of working people
in the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s has been enhanced with oral history interviews.
Visitor feedback has been overwhelmingly positive.
Imagine Awards recognise the people
who work in museums across NSW.
Winners will be announced at the Powerhouse Museum on Friday 29 November.
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home or collection.
Date to be advertised.
Collection

Monday, Wednesday and Friday research groups at the
cottage continue to run
smoothly and can always use additional assistance in data
recording and researching our collection
items.
Research inquiries

Julie Sykes and Phil Stevenson, along with the other
historians, are kept busy collecting information and answering inquiries received through email or Facebook.
This is very time consuming but we answer inquiries as
quickly as possible.
Heritage issues

Euan Greer and I are keeping an eye on Development Applications at Orange City Council regarding
heritage buildings.

We are glad to be able to support the restoration and
expansion of Duntryleague mansion that is currently before council. This is a worthwhile project to enhance the
building and retain its heritage value.

I hope to see many of you as well as members of the
public at our functions supporting the history of the Orange district.
- Dave Sykes

New faces at museum
Orange Regional Museum’s new collections
officer is Mike Allen. He joins acting museum

manager Allison Campbell and public engagement
and education officer Sally MacLennan.
Kate Gahan is curating the museum’s coming permanent exhibition, which is scheduled to
open next March. It will explore the Orange
Kate Gahan.
district’s history using a number of objects to Mike Allen
tell the stories from different angles.
Kate, who is based on the North Coast, will travel regularly to Orange over the
next six months, sourcing material and developing themes. Kate is no stranger to
Orange, having researched and written a report on the history of the Cornish settlers in the Orange district.
All in a Day’s Work closes on October 13. In its place will be ‘Underworld’,
a marvellous temporary exhibition about Sydney’s underworld characters in the
1920s. This will be followed by ‘Capturing Nature’, which showcases discoveries by Australian Museum scientists while telling the story of the advent of
photography in NSW.
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Vale professor Ian Jack

Members were saddened recently to learn of the
death of Professor Ian Jack, a long-term friend of the
society.
Professor Jack was a man of many talents – a heritage specialist, longest serving president of the Royal
Australian Historical Society, industrial archaeologist,
senior fellow of St Andrew’s College at the University
of Sydney, dean of the university’s Faculty of Arts,
head of the Department of History and chair of the
Board of Studies in Music at the university, former
member of the NSW Heritage Council and an accomplished musician – but to us he was for many decades a
friend and mentor, always willing to pass on his vast
knowledge of rural history and archaeology.
Professor Jack’s association with Orange dates back
to 1975, when he was carrying out a census of flour mills
in NSW. He was welcomed at that time by the society’s
president Dick Sheridan, himself a noted historian.
Former society president Ross Maroney said he first
met Professor Jack when an archaeological dig was
carried out at Summerhill, just east of Orange. Owner
of Wellwood, Kevin Selwood, had alerted Ross to excavations being done in preparation for the planting of
a vineyard, which had revealed bricks and other historical remains. Other items were found on a property
across the highway, which included pieces of English
pottery.
Ross contacted Sydney University to ask for advice
about what to do with the finds and heard from Professor Jack and Dr Aedeen Cremin of the university’s Archaeology Department. They decided to organise
research and a dig as a training exercise for archaeology students.
After some initial research in Sydney about the
area, the group made two visits to Orange and carried
out a dig at the site of a former blacksmith’s shop. The
results of the dig and associated research were included
in Orange’s first Heritage Study in 1986. Recently,
Professor Jack donated the physical evidence to our society.
Since then, Professor Jack maintained his interest in
the history of the Orange district and visited the city on
a number of occasions. He and his wife Jan BarkleyJack – who is also a historian and author of ‘Hawkesbury Settlement Revealed’ – were special guests at the
society’s 60th anniversary celebrations in 2009. Professor Jack, a pioneer of Australian rural archaeology,
gave a talk about the importance of using physical evidence to help build up a picture of life in rural and remote Australia.
In 2004 society members Marie Hammond and
Elizabeth Griffin helped Professor Jack develop a plan
of management for Orange City Council for the Banjo
Paterson Memorial Park.
In April 2015, at the invitation of the Marsden Rural
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History Research Centre, he attended the unveiling of a
plaque at Gamboola, Molong, to recognise the part
played by the Reverend Samuel Marsden, the Betts
family and John Smith in the growth of the Australian
merino and wool industry. He was one of the speakers
at a seminar on rural history held at Orange Ex-Services Club at that time.
Michael Le Couteur, who has been researching rural
history, in particular the history of Australia’s oldest
pastoral institution, the AML&F, found in Professor
Jack a generous mentor, who guided him and made significant suggestions about his work.
Member Helen Haynes says Professor Jack also supervised a dig at Kater’s Mill at Caleula when she was
writing her book about Kerr’s Creek. The dig resulted
in a thesis by Eve Stenning about textile manufacturing
in NSW. He also examined a farm building near one of
the Haynes family’s woolsheds.
At Nubrygyn, near Euchareena, he identified what
could be the oldest surviving mud-brick building in
Australia.
It seems everyone has a story about Professor Jack
and his enthusiasm for rural history and archaeology.
We will miss him.
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Committee elected for 2019-20

President Dave Sykes

Judy Agland

Vice-president Karen Kloosterman

Steve Brakenridge

Fred Brooking

The society’s annual general meeting was held in the
West Room of the Orange Regional Gallery on Saturday 17 August.
The election of office-bearers was overseen by patron Russell Tym. The following were elected unopposed: president Dave Sykes, vice-president Karen
Kloosterman, Treasurer Phil Stevenson, secretary Liz
Edwards, committee: Judy Agland, Steve Brakenridge, Fred Brooking, Ross Maroney, Annette
Neville.
Liz Edwards continues as publicity officer and Ray
Norman as public officer. Honorary historians are Liz
Edwards, Elizabeth Griffin, Ross Maroney, Julie Sykes.
Following the formal part of the meeting, a number
of people spoke.
Russell Tym noted that the society’s funds were
healthy and asked if there were any ideas for fund-raising in the coming year. Liz replied with a run-down of
plans for fund-raising, including History Alive meetings, articles for Orange City Life, sale of photos and
fees for research inquiries.
Dorothy Balcomb, who is a member of Canowindra
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Treasurer Phil Stevenson

Annette Neville

Secretary Liz Edwards

Ross Maroney

Historical Society, asked if anyone could suggest names
of historic rural farm buildings to take a group of visitors who are coming in October 2020.
Robert Bruce spoke about selling prints of the
panoramic photos of Orange and Lucknow – he hopes
to have this organised in the coming months.
Robert also spoke about the Dalton book being written by Liz Edwards, saying it was a very important
work about the history of Orange and Irish politics.
Russell Tym asked if there were any plans to record
the city’s panorama as it is now. Julie Sykes answered
that the proliferation of trees in Orange now made it
more difficult but suggested that a drone could be used
to record the city’s landscape in winter when deciduous
trees would be bare.
Charlie Everett spoke about the work the Orange
War Memorial Museum was doing, saying they had recently discovered a cache of letters relating to funds
sent during World War I to buy comforts for soldiers
serving overseas.
The meeting ended with afternoon tea and a chance
for members to catch up with one another.
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Left: Thomas Dalton,
who served as Mayor
of Orange and also an
MP, and ran the Sydney business for many
years.

Summer Street looking east in 1874,
showing Dalton’s
store, a muddy street
and bullock wagons
queuing to deliver
goods. At that time
there was a laneway
between the main
store buildings where
deliveries were made
to storage areas at the
back of the store.

Right: James Dalton,
who remained in Orange, managing the
store, mill and numerous pastoral
properties.

Dalton book set for November launch
Local author Liz Edwards’s book about Orange’s
Dalton family is due to be launched on Friday 15
November. The book will be titled: ‘Wearing the Green:
The Daltons and the Irish Cause’
The launch will take place at Duntryleague, the former home of James Dalton Junior and his family.
Liz says much has changed since she first thought
about writing the book.
“The more research I carried out, the more it seemed
that the most important aspect of the book was the family’s deep commitment to the Irish causes of land rights
and Home Rule,” Liz said.
“Despite their huge success in Australia, they never
forgot what it meant to be Irish and they never forgot
the deep injustices that many Irish people endured.”
The book traces the life stories of James Dalton Senior and his sons Thomas and James Junior and their
families.
It explains the background to James Senior’s crime
and transportation to Australia and how he worked his
way up to become a store owner and innkeeper.
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It also charts the lives of his sons, who endured
much hardship in Ireland after their father was transported, and how they made a spectacular success of
their lives in their adopted country.
It shows the many instances of their generosity to the
less fortunate in Australia and Ireland, and the importance of their relationship with Irish MPs in the British
Parliament John and Willie Redmond.
“The Daltons were foremost among Irish Australians
in supporting the Irish cause,” Liz said.
“Neither James Senior nor his sons lived to see Ireland
gain independence but their efforts to raise funds and
awareness in Australia undoubtedly aided the Irish cause.”
Liz’s research has uncovered much new information
about the family, their business, their support of the
Catholic Church and their commitment to the growth
and development of Orange.
James Junior’s arrival in Australia in 1849 matches
almost exactly the beginnings of Orange.
Invitations to the launch will be sent in the coming
weeks.
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Floor talk explains stories behind photographs

All in a Day’s Work continues to attract enthusiastic crowds
at Orange Regional Museum.
The exhibition, which depicts
working people in the Orange
district in the 1960s, 70s and 80s,
features images from the CWD
Negative Collection, which our
society manages.
It was co-curated by Liz Edwards and Phil Stevenson with
the assistance of museum and
Orange City Council staff.
In late July Liz Edwards gave
a floor talk to friends of the museum and other interested people
to highlight the diversity of the images and the stories behind them.
She said the photos were a
never-ending source of delight
and Historical Society members
working on the collection were
continually finding new and exciting images covering all aspects of
life in Orange from 1955 to 2000.
The exhibition will close on Liz Edwards explains the stories behind the images in All in a Day’s Work exhibition at
Orange Regional Museum.
13 October.

Panel discussion on workplace challenges

As the exhibition All
in a Day’s Work nears
completion, interest
continues among visitors. A panel discussion
was held at Orange Regional Museum on Friday 20 September to
explore how the nature
of work has changed
with particular reference
to the Orange district.
The panel comprised
station officer at Orange
Fire Station Matt Jeffery, editor of the Central Western Daily
Tracey Prisk, teacher of
social media and conMatt Jeffery, Sophie Hansen, Tracey Prisk and Dr Skye Boughen explore the challenges of modtent marketing to rural ern workplaces with museum director Brad Hammond.
communities Sophie
Hansen and medical edTaking place just a few metres away from the images
ucator, clinical tutor and GP at Orange Aboriginal Med- which depicted a very different workplace and workforce in the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s, the comments showed
ical Service Dr Skye Boughen, with museum director
how technology could be a force for good in firefighting
Brad Hammond as facilitator.
The panel was asked to talk about the effects of technol- and rescues, the media, medical diagnoses, and communications in rural and remote areas.
ogy, climate change and social dynamics in workplaces.
Spring 2019
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History Alive
Captured: Portraits of crime
In our second collaboration with Orange City Library
in recent times, July’s History Alive event was all about
crime.
The travelling exhibition titled Captured: Portraits of
Crime 1870-1930 depicted the lives and times of people
facing the criminal justice system.
It was curated by NSW State Archives and Records and
guest speaker was archivist Wendy Gallagher.
The photographs showed a number of people who were
incarcerated in NSW gaols plus information about them
from the State Archives’ Gaol Photographic Description
Books.
The books have been digitised, and other sources were
used to build up a picture of their lives and the crimes they
were accused of.
One of the photos showed 16-year-old Arthur Astill
from Orange, who was accused of murdering Jessie Hamlin at her home near Coalbaggie Creek, outside Dubbo, in
1893.
He was eventually found not guilty and lived in Narromine for the rest of his life.
Wendy Gallagher spoke about the people depicted in
the exhibition and also about how to research family history when a criminal is involved and answered questions
from the audience about their particular stories concerned
with crime.
Local barrister Bill Walsh also spoke about the legal
system and how it works.

Orange youth Arthur Astill who was
accused of murder in 1893.

Above: Convenor Julie Sykes from Orange City Library.

Above: Josefine
Agland and Shirley
Sugden.

Above right: Euan Greer and guest speaker Wendy
Gallagher.

Left: Nancy and Bill
Walsh.
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Wine-making in the Orange district
Left: Guest speakers
Stephen and Rhonda
Doyle of Bloodwood
Wines, pioneers of the
modern era of winemaking in the Orange
district.
Right: Phil Stevenson
who spoke about the
history of wine-making in the Orange district, and Peter
Hedberg, who gave an
overall summary of
the local
industry.
Left, former restaurateur in Orange Christiane Rondeau, who
ran the Welcome Inn
for many years, and
Helen Haynes.
Right: Margaret and
Greg Hahn of Carcoar.

The history of wineries and winemaking in the Orange
district was explored in depth during September’s History
Alive meeting.
Guest speakers were Phil Stevenson and Stephen and
Rhonda Doyle.
Phil talked about the early history of winemaking in
the Colony and the Orange district. He told the group that
he first became interested in winemaking during his backpacker days grape-picking in vineyards in France, and
later visiting some Spanish grape-pickers he had met in
France at their homes in Galicia, northern Spain.
Grape cuttings were taken from South Africa on the
First Fleet and the first people to plant grapes for winemaking in NSW included John Macarthur, Gregory Blaxland and James Busby.
The early wine-makers in the Orange district included
John Glasson of Byng and James Dale in the mid-1840s,
and the Schmich brothers and a man named Bohringer at
Borenore in the 1860s.
Another early winemaker was Frank Koch, who
worked for James Dalton at Duntryleague where acres of
grapes were grown.
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Stephen Doyle talked about his passion for wine-making, which started when he was still a teenager living in
northern Queensland. His first undertaking was a mango
liqueur. He and Rhonda developed their palates in restaurants in Sydney, making notes on the wines they enjoyed.
These included an $8.50 bottle of Henschke Hill of Grace
Shiraz which now retails for more than $800.
They thoroughly researched the land around Orange,
noting soil types, elevation, the seasonal variation in temperature, the availability of horticultural products and Orange’s proximity to Sydney markets. Their Bloodwood
vineyard in Griffin Road, north-west of Orange, was developed over many years and Stephen and Rhonda were
among the pioneers of the modern era of wine-making in
the district in the 1980s.
They realised they were on track to success when they
won a major prize for their Cabernet wine at the 1992
Hunter Valley Wine Show.
Peter Hedberg, who has been involved in wine-making
for many years, then gave an overview of the industry as
it is today, noting that the quality of local wines has inspired restaurateurs and encouraged tourism.
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Things are not what they seem to be

By Euan Greer

For 90 years it has been generally believed that the
building in the picture at right was one of the early stores
built by the Dalton brothers, James and Thomas, in Summer Street on the corner of Post Office Lane.
Flynn and Leggo, publishers of the Orange Leader
newspaper, produced a promotional book titled ‘Orange
and District Illustrated 1928’. It is widely used by local historians as a valuable reference source and is simply known
as ‘The 1928 Book’. A facsimile edition can be purchased
at Orange City Library and the Visitor Information Centre.
On p 204 there is printed a photograph of Dalton Brothers’ large store in Summer Street as it was in 1928. Inset in
the lower left corner is the little store as shown here above
right. The composite image (below) is captioned ‘Dalton
Bros’ Stores – Today and in the early ’60s’.
Because of this photo, historians have believed that the
small single-storey building was a precursor to the very
large store (the façade of which is currently being restored)
and thus that it stood on the same site, right on the corner
of Summer Street and Post Office Lane. There are accounts
of James Dalton the Younger erecting a slab and bark hut
on the site in 1853, which was later replaced by a singlestorey brick building.
However, is everything as it appears? The answer has
been in plain sight for 25 years, but until now, the connection seems not to have been made. Or if it has, it has not
been widely made known. Certainly, I and colleagues at
the Historical Society have believed that it was the little
brick store which replaced the original bark hut.
For some time past I have felt that there was something,
almost undefinable, about the little building that did not
quite fit with its accepted location. For instance, there is a
picket fence with a door leaning against it where Post Office Lane should be. A description of the little brick store
talks of an attic above the shop for the book-keeper, yet
there is no obvious sign of an attic in the low roof.
I discovered a few months ago that it was actually Dalton Brothers’ store at Lucknow.
The Eureka moment for me came with the recent purchase of Kerrin Cook’s 1995 book, Lucknow – A Veritable
Goldmine. It is known that Dalton Brothers had a store in
Lucknow and I went to the book to see if Kerrin had anything to say. At the bottom of p 45 it is recorded that the
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Above: What was assumed to be Dalton Brothers’ first brick
store in Orange. Below left: the same store inset in a photo of
the Orange emporium in about 1928. Below right: George
Hawke’s store in Lucknow, which is clearly the same building.

Daltons built a store in Lucknow in 1865 and sold it to
George Hawke Junior in 1872. Turn to p 46 and there is a
photo of George’s store in 1873. It is exactly the same store
as appears above. The photo was taken by Beaufoy Merlin
in about 1873 and is part of the Holtermann Collection.
Hawke operated the business until he sold it to Henry
Newman in 1879. Newman ran his own small store just
down the road from Hawke, towards Bathurst. Merlin photographed Newman’s store in 1873 as well. Newman
moved into Daltons’/Hawke’s old store and later enlarged
it but it is still recognisable as Daltons’ – see p 46 in Kerrin’s book for a photo of the larger building.
The question now was, where did the photo of Dalton
Brothers’ Lucknow Store come from? It has the look of a
Merlin work but it is not found in the Holtermann Collection.
The answer is provided by indefatigable collector of old
Orange photos and author Rob Bartlett. On p 124 in his latest
book, ‘Orange and District: A History in Pictures – 2’, there it
is and credited to ‘Beaufoy Merlin 1871’, the year before the
store was sold to George Hawke. Merlin made this earlier
visit to the district before his better-known one in 1873.
We are now left with an unanswered question: what did
Dalton Brothers’ first brick store in Summer Street, on the
corner of Post Office Lane, look like and when was it built?
James and Thomas went into partnership in 1858 and
this could be the time when it was constructed. Can anybody confirm this? More importantly, does anybody have a
photograph of that first, single-storey brick store?
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Letters reveal support for diggers

When £500 was sent from Orange in December
1918, at a time when numerous Australian soldiers were
still serving overseas, Howse and Whitmee arranged for
A cache of letters found in an unmarked envelope at
parcels to be sent to all remaining soldiers from the OrOrange’s RSL Memorial Museum has revealed the exange district.
tent to which Orange residents supported local diggers
during World War I.
It wasn’t long before letters of appreciation were
Museum volunteer Charlie Everett said the envelope sent. One was from Sergeant G D Chapman, who
had been found in the museum office earlier this year
thanked Mrs McNeilly, who, with her husband, had
and handed to him and his colleagues for cataloguing.
worked tirelessly for local diggers during the war. She
They comprise correspondence relating to the distri- was known as the Mother of the Diggers.
bution of ‘comforts’ to soldiers from the Orange district.
Sgt Chapman told her how grateful he and his comThe parcels typically contained tins of biscuits, plum
rades were to receive the parcels. They had won a great
pudding, lollies, cigarettes and gloves.
victory over the Turks and were now enjoying some
Many Orange people worked throughout the war
respite in one of the finest wine districts of Palestine.
years to raise funds for the diggers, much of it being
“Orange boys can always hold their own anywhere,” he
sent to Sir Neville Howse and Samuel Whitmee who ar- wrote, “so it was when tasting the vintage of the counranged for the purchase and distribution of parcels.
try.” He ended his letter saying he hoped to be in SumToo old to enlist, Whitmee had paid his own passage mer Street before long.
to London so that he could support the local soldiers.
Another was from Driver R Gale, who wrote to Bill
He became Red Cross Commissioner there, visiting
Bouffler from ‘abroad’ to thank the ‘ladies of Orange’
wounded men in and out of hospital, those on leave and who ensured he was not forgotten.
others fresh from the transports.
There was a touch of sadness in a letter from former
He wrote regularly to people in Orange to report on
resident Francis Cornish, who wrote from PeterOrange
district soldiers he had met. One letter mentioned that
Sydney, saying the parcel he received was exin
sham
he had heard that Allan Thorpe was a prisoner of war in
‘as I have not had the best of good
welcome
tremely
Germany but regular Red Cross parcels had ensured he
fortune since I left the Orange district. I muchly apprekept well.
ciate your goodness in remembering me’.
He wrote that he had received a photo of Horace
Sir Neville Howse and Samuel Whitmee were
Balcomb of the 54th Batallion, who was also a prisoner,
welcomed home on their return to Australia.
warmly
but looked well.
war Sir Neville continued his political career;
the
After
Such snippets of information were reported in the
became Mayor of Orange. Both men died in
Whitmee
Orange newspapers and must have been a great comfort
1930.
for relatives waiting to hear news.
Charlie Everett and his colleagues Cliff Hall, Alison
While in London, he heard that his son Harold had
Wu and Judy Kilby are steadily working through the
died of wounds in France in March 1917.
museum’s collection of photos, documents, uniforms,
war,
of
violence
the
escape
entirely
Whitmee didn’t
weapons and field equipment to ensure everything is
was
which
air-raid,
an
during
finding himself in London
catalogued.
‘very lively’.

By Elisabeth Edwards

Left: Orange
RSL Memorial
Museum volunteers Alison Wu,
Cliff Hall and
Charlie Everett
working on cataloguing the museum’s
collection.
Right: Sgt G D
Chapman wrote a
letter of appreciation from Palestine.
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Diary October - December 2019
All in a Day’s Work exhibition, featuring photos or working people in Orange and district from the 1950s and 60s,
continues at Orange Regional Museum. Closes 13 October.
Millthorpe Golden Memories Museum: open on weekends, public holidays and school holidays 10am-4pm.
Molong Museum: Open on the last Sunday of the month
12.30-3.30pm, 20 Riddell Street.
Molong and District Servicemen and Servicewomen’s
Portrait Gallery: This can be viewed whenever the Molong RSL Club is open (phone 6366-8105
for details).
Wentworth Mine: open Saturday and Sunday on the first
full weekend of the month 10am-2.30pm. See www.orangemuseum.com.au/wentworthmainmine
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays: Historical Society
volunteer working days at Heritage Cottage.

Wednesday 2 October: ODHS committee meeting, 5pm.
Thursday 31 October: Opening of ‘Underworld’ exhibition at Orange Regional Museum.
Wednesday 6 November: ODHS committee meeting, 5pm.
Friday 15 November: Launch of ‘Wearing the Green’, the
story of the Dalton family and its Irish connections, 6 for
6.30pm at Duntryleague. RSVP Liz Edwards 6362 8647,
liz.edwards@orangepeel.it
Sunday 24 November: History Alive Orange pub walk. A
repeat of last year’s successful walk, by popular demand.
Details to be announced.
Wednesday 4 December: ODHS committee meeting, 5pm.
Wednesday 18 December: Last working day of year for
volunteers. Drinks from 4pm-6pm.

A wealth of family history

Family historians had the opportunity
to share their thoughts, aspirations and
challenges at a seminar held in Orange in
early August.
The seminar, which was held in the
West Room of Orange Regional Gallery,
was part of the annual Orange Readers
and Writers Festival and was organised
by the History Council of NSW in conjunction with Central West Libraries.
Guest speakers were Associate Professor Tanya Evans of Macquarie University, who talked about memory research
and the family historian, and local writer
Liz Edwards, who shared her experiences
of writing her family history and a history of the Dalton family.
Tanya said she was passionate about
researching the stories of ordinary people
and places in the past and co-creating historical knowledge with diverse communities.
Liz told the group about the practicalities of writing family histories and how
to access information and make a family
history readable and enjoyable.
After lunch the group was divided up
with facilitators, and people showed a
range of family photos and objects and
explained what they meant to them.
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Right: Guest speakers Liz Edwards and
Tanya Evans.

Below: Individual
groups discuss their
family photos, documents and objects
and how they could
be incorporated into
family histories.
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